Notification for all the candidates:
Considering the complaints filed by many candidates regarding the Option form filling procedure for 2nd
CAP round, the provisional allotment of the seats to candidate according to 2nd CAP round is cancelled.
The Candidates are now allowed to fill in or edit the already filled online option form.
All the Candidates are herby informed that provisional allotment of the seats held by the second cap
round is being cancelled.
• The process will be started for the second cap round as per the list of vacant seats shown on the
website for 2nd CAP round. Accordingly, the candidates who have been provided provisional allotment
in the first CAP round and who have already used Freeze option for their seat acceptance status from
their own login and completed the ARC reporting process can visit the respective institutes to complete
the process of admission in the prescribed time frame.
All of the following candidates will be eligible for revised cap round 2 and 3 as per the Rules.
1) The candidates who have not been allotted any seat in CAP round - 1,
2) The Candidates who have been allotted seat of other than first preference in CAP round 1 and those
who have not done any procedure from their own login,
3) The Candidates who have been allotted seat of other than first preference in CAP round 1 and those
who have used ‘NOT FREEZE’ option from their own login and completed ARC reporting procedure,
4) The candidates who did not fill the option form for the first cap round,
Candidates can fill out new OPTION FORM for each round or they can make changes in the previously
filled OPTION FORM
• The Institutes will return original documents submitted and the fees immediately without any
reduction which is paid by the candidates whose provisional admission is cancelled according to this
decision.

